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THE “ARLON-TRIER” BUILDING IN BRUSSELS EUROPEAN DISTRICT                  

GIVEN A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 

One of the landmark buildings of the seventies at the heart of the European district, the 

Arlon-Trier building, will be the subject of an impressive refurbishment over the next few 

years in readiness for a sustainable future. The building’s new owners, project developers 

BPI Real Estate and AG Real Estate, have collaborated with the Brussels master builder to 

assemble a team of architects that will transform the existing building into an innovative 

office complex that pays particular attention to the well-being of its occupants while 

retaining today’s distinctive architecture. 

The developers and the master builder’s team organised an architectural competition for the new 

design of the building, which drew a great deal of interest from both at home and abroad. Five 

candidates were given the opportunity to submit project proposals. The Trans – Util – CES team 

was ultimately selected thanks to their bold structural choices that respect the architecture of 

today’s building in its entirety. 

What initially appears to be a dull office complex in the European district will be upgraded with a 

discreet elegance as the result of the architectural competition. And this is achieved on the basis 

of a philosophy geared to the sustainable reuse of buildings. Sound cooperation with the private 

developers, a robust competition attracting significant interest on account of the architectural 

candidates and a ground-breaking circularity concept because even the building’s support 

structure will be addressed: several more steps in the advancement of architectural quality! A 

game-changer in the real-estate market? according to Brussels master builder Kristiaan Borret. 

 

The current office 

building stands out 

due to its striking S 

shape and 

rhythmically 

constructed façade 

comprising 

prefabricated 

concrete units. 
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Well-being and flexibility 

Although several far-reaching structural interventions will be made at the heart of the building, the 

team of architects’ design leaves the outer shell virtually untouched in order for the building to 

retain its iconic and strikingly repetitive character. 

To improve the quality of the indoor spaces, the entire internal structure, comprising heavy pillars, 

will be removed from the central section and will be replaced by a system of trusses to which the 

floors are connected by cables. 

 

 

 

“Our decision to work with a suspended structure means numerous advantages. Improvements 

are seen not only in the building’s spaciousness but also in the incidence of light. Moreover, this 

enables us to benefit from greater flexibility in the configuration of the offices. In that light, the first 

and second floors underground will have a new function in view of the decreasing need for parking 

spaces. These are conscious choices with a view to increasing the well-being of the future 

occupants while at the same time responding to the changing needs of the office market.” explains 

Xavier Denis, Chief Development Officer – AG Real Estate 

The future building will have a surface area of 18,500 m² above ground and another 1,700 m² 

additional useful surface area on levels -1 and -2. Future occupants will have access to such 

facilities as co-working spaces, a conference hall, meeting rooms, a fitness area, roof terraces, a 

garden and convenient bicycle storage. 
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Greening and sustainability 

Besides focusing on the architecture of the building, particular attention was also paid to greening 

and sustainability. 

“The reason why we absolutely wanted to renovate the building is linked not only to the retention 

of the existing architecture but also because we are eager to reduce the ecological footprint of the 

work wherever possible. As developers we are strong believers in the United Nations’ Sustainable 

Development Goals that we have translated into our conceptual, technical, and architectural 

choices, which are geared to providing a new sustainable future for the building.” Jacques Lefèvre, 

CEO BPI Real Estate. 

The building’s shell and technical facilities will be renewed to significantly reduce carbon emissions 

and energy consumption. We will work with solar panels and heat pumps in order to make the 

building fossil-fuel free. We are endeavouring to achieve Breeam ‘excellent’ and Well ‘gold’ 

certificates. 

As much greenery as possible will be integrated into the project, both at ground level and on the 

various terraces, including the roof terrace on the twelfth floor. The greenery contributes to greater 

biodiversity and reduces the urban heat island effect in the locality. Finally, the internal area will 

be opened up to create a connection for the general public between the Rue D’Arlon and the Rue 

De Trèves. 

The permit application will be submitted at the end of 2021, and the work has been scheduled for 

2023-2024. 

 

More information 

 

BPI Real Estate press contact 

CHRISTEL VERWILGHEN 

Marketing & Communication Manager 

+32 (0)2 661 14 82 

cverwilghen@bpi-realestate.com  
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AG Real Estate press contact 

AURORE MOENS ROXANE DECRAEMER 
Communication & PR Manager Strategic Marketing, External Communication & 

PR Manager  
+32 (0)2 609 66 03 +32 (0)2 609 67 37 
aurore.moens@agrealestate.eu  roxane.decraemer@agrealestate.eu   

 

BMA Brussels press contact 

SOPHIE GERARD 

Chargée de communication 

T +32 2 435 43 80  M + 32 486 60 74 91 

sgerard@bma.brussels  

 

About BPI Real Estate 

BPI Real Estate is the real estate development division of the Belgian industrial group CFE, 

incorporated in 1880 and active in dredging, environment, offshore, contracting, rail activities, 

multitechnics and real estate development. 

Established 30 years ago, the real estate developer operates in Belgium, Luxembourg and Poland. 

The company is mainly active in the residential, office, retail and service sectors and in specific 

products. 

BPI Real Estate takes into consideration the social, energy, aesthetic and technological elements 

in order to develop innovative and environmentally sound urbanism. Furthermore, it applies its 

expertise to the real estate design and development of Wood Shapers, a Belgian and Luxembourg 

corporation, established in 2019 by BPI Real Estate and CFE Contracting (both part of the CFE 

Group). Wood Shapers focuses mainly on the design and development of sustainable building 

constructions made out of wood or prefabricated materials. 

More information: www.bpi-realestate.com  

 

mailto:aurore.moens@agrealestate.eu
mailto:roxane.decraemer@agrealestate.eu
mailto:sgerard@bma.brussels
http://www.bpi-realestate.com/
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About AG Real Estate 

AG Real Estate, a full subsidiary of AG Insurance, is an integrated real-estate broker with 

operations in Belgium, France, Luxembourg and carefully selected European markets with 

expertise in various fields: Asset & Property Management, Development & Construction 

Management, PPP, Real Estate Finance and Car Park Management via subsidiary Interparking. 

AG Real Estate plays a key role in the urban context and has a workforce in excess of 250 with 

diverse profiles and competencies. 

With a managed portfolio worth more than EUR 6.5 billion – for its own account or for the account 

of third parties – AG Real Estate does everything in its power to respond to new urban demands 

in a responsible manner. To that end, AG Real Estate deploys a policy of sustainable development 

with a view to making its projects even more meaningful. 

For more information: www.agrealestate.eu  

 

 

 

About BMA Brussels 

The bouwmeester maitre architecte promotes spatial quality in urban development projects 

throughout Brussels from an independent position. 

For more information: https://bma.brussels/en/  

 

http://www.agrealestate.eu/
https://bma.brussels/en/

